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Dear Members of the European Parliament, 
 
The undersigned organizations write to share our concerns about the EU’s proposed Regulation on 
Preventing the Dissemination of Terrorist Content Online, and in particular the Regulation’s call for 
Internet hosts to use “proactive measures” to detect terrorist content.  We are concerned that if this 1

Regulation is adopted, it will almost certainly lead platforms to adopt poorly understood tools, such 
as the Hash Database referenced in the Explanatory Memorandum to the Regulation and currently 
overseen by the Global Internet Forum to Counter Terrorism.  Countering terrorist violence is a 2

shared priority, and our point is not to question the good intentions of the Database operators. But 
lawmakers and the public have no meaningful information about how well the Database or any other 
existing filtering tool serves this goal, and at what cost to democratic values and individual human 
rights.  We urge you to reject proactive filtering obligations; provide sound, peer-reviewed research 3

data supporting policy recommendations and legal mandates around counter-terrorism; and refrain 
from enacting laws that will drive Internet platforms to adopt untested and poorly understood 
technologies to restrict online expression.  
 
The Database was initially developed by Facebook, YouTube, Microsoft, and Twitter as a voluntary 
measure, and announced to the public in 2016.  It contains digital hash “fingerprints” of images and 4

videos that platforms have identified as “extreme” terrorist material, based not on the law but on their 
own Community Guidelines or Terms of Service.  The platforms can use automated filtering tools to 5

identify and remove duplicates of the hashed images or videos. As of 2018, the Database was said to 

1 Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on Preventing the Dissemination of 
Terrorist Content Online, EU Commission draft, Article 6, Proactive Measures (September 12, 2018)  
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/sites/beta-political/files/soteu2018-preventing-terrorist-content-online-regulation-6
40_en.pdf. 
2 Id. at Explanatory Memorandum Section 1.1; see also Commission Staff, Regulation Impact Assessment, 134 
(September 12, 2018) (discussing EU Internet Forum and hash database) 
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/sites/beta-political/files/soteu2018-preventing-terrorist-content-online-swd-408_en.
pdf. 
3 A 2017 literature review from London’s International Centre for the Study of Radicalisation found that only a 
minority of published research found measures such as “the restriction of Internet content for security purposes” 
effective in combating extremist violence. Instead, “[m]ost work on this topic regards such measures as impractical 
at best and dangerous at worst.” Alexander Meleagrou-Hitchens and Nick Kaderbhai, International Centre for the 
Study of Radicalisation, King’s College London, “Research Perspectives on Radicalization: A Literature Review, 
2006-2016”, 53, 56 (2017) 
https://icsr.info/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/ICSR-Paper_Research-Perspectives-on-Online-Radicalisation-A-Litera
ture-Review-2006-2016.pdf. 
4 Facebook, “Partnering to Help Curb Spread of Online Terrorist Content”, (December 6, 2016) 
https://newsroom.fb.com/news/2016/12/partnering-to-help-curb-spread-of-online-terrorist-content/ 
5 Facebook, “Partnering to Help Curb Spread of Online Terrorist Content”, (December 6,  2016) 
https://newsroom.fb.com/news/2016/12/partnering-to-help-curb-spread-of-online-terrorist-content/ 



contain hashes representing over 80,000 images or videos.   At least thirteen companies now use the 6

Database, and some seventy companies have reportedly discussed adopting it.   7

 
Almost nothing is publicly known about the specific content that platforms block using the Database, 
or about companies’ internal processes or error rates, and there is insufficient clarity around the 
participating companies’ definitions of “terrorist content.”  Furthermore, there are no reports about 8

how many legal processes or investigations were opened after the content was blocked. This data 
would be crucial to understand to what extent the measures are effective and necessary in a 
democratic society, which are some of the sine qua non requisites for restrictions of fundamental 
rights. We do know, however, of conspicuous problems that seemingly result from content filtering 
gone awry. The Syrian Archive, a civil society organization preserving evidence of human rights 
abuses in Syria, for example, reports that YouTube deleted over 100,000 of its videos.  Videos and 9

other content which may be used in one context to advocate terrorist violence may be essential 
elsewhere for news reporting, combating terrorist recruitment online, or scholarship.  Technical 10

filters are blind to these contextual differences. As three United Nations special rapporteurs noted in 
a December 2018 letter, this problem raises serious concerns about free expression rights under the 
proposed Regulation.  It is far from clear whether major platforms like YouTube or Facebook 11

adequately correct for this through employees’ review of filtering decisions—and it seems highly 
unlikely that smaller platforms could even attempt to do so, if required to use the Database or other 
filtering tools.  
 
Failures of this sort seriously threaten Internet users’ rights to seek and impart information. The 
pervasive monitoring that platforms carry out in order to filter users’ communications also threatens 
privacy and data protection rights. Moreover, these harms do not appear to be  equally distributed, 
but instead disproportionately disadvantage individual Internet users based on their ethnic 
background, religion, language, or location—in other words, harms fall on users who might already 
be marginalized. More extensive use of the Database and other automated filtering tools will amplify 

6 Dave Lee, “Tech firms hail ‘progress’ on blocking terror”, BBC (June 8, 2018) 
https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-44408463. 
7 Id (reporting seventy have discussed); Regulation Impact Assessment, supra note 2  (thirteen participants).  
8 The United Nations Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of human rights and fundamental 
freedoms while countering terrorism has expressed concern about this lack of clarity, and said that Facebook’s rules 
for classifying organizations as terrorist are “at odds with international humanitarian law”. UN Office of the High 
Commissioner, “UN human rights expert says Facebook’s ‘terrorism’ definition is too broad”, (September 3, 2018) 
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=23494&LangID=E.  
9 Kate O’Flaherty, “YouTube keeps deleting evidence of Syrian chemical weapon attacks”, Wired UK (26 June 
2018) https://www.wired.co.uk/article/chemical-weapons-in-syria-youtube-algorithm-delete-video; 
https://www.accessnow.org/cms/assets/uploads/2016/10/CVE-online-10.27.pdf; see also "WITNESS brings together 
voices to push back on dangerous EU ‘Dissemination of Terrorist Content’ proposal" (January 28, 2019) 
https://blog.witness.org/2019/01/witness-brings-together-voices-push-back-dangerous-dissemination-terrorist-conte
nt-proposal-civil-society-letter/. 
10 See Access Now, A Digital Rights Approach to Proposals for Preventing or Countering Violent Extremism 
Online,” 11 (2016) https://www.accessnow.org/cms/assets/uploads/2016/10/CVE-online-10.27.pdf. 
11 See Letter of United Nations Special Rapporteurs on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of 
opinion and expression; the right to privacy; and promotion and protection of human rights and fundamental 
freedoms while countering terrorism (December 7, 2018) 
https://spcommreports.ohchr.org/TMResultsBase/DownLoadPublicCommunicationFile?gId=24234. 

https://www.wired.co.uk/article/chemical-weapons-in-syria-youtube-algorithm-delete-video
https://www.wired.co.uk/article/chemical-weapons-in-syria-youtube-algorithm-delete-video


the risk of  harms to users whose messages and communications about matters of urgent public 
concern may be wrongly removed by platforms.  12

 
Due to the opacity of the Database’s operations, it is impossible to assess the consequences of its 
nearly two years of operation. The European public is being asked to rely on claims by platforms or 
vendors about the efficacy of the Database and similar tools—or else to assume that any current 
problems will be solved by hypothetical future technologies or untested, post-removal appeal 
mechanisms. Such optimistic assumptions cannot be justified given the serious problems researchers 
have found with the few filtering tools available for independent review.   Requiring all platforms to 13

use black-box tools like the Database would be a gamble with European Internet users’ rights to 
privacy and data protection, freedom of expression and information, and non-discrimination and 
equality before the law.  That gamble is neither necessary nor proportionate as an exercise of state 14

power.  
 
EU institutions’ embrace of the database and other filtering tools will also have serious consequences 
for Internet users all over the world, including in countries where various of the undersigned 
organizations work to protect human rights. For one thing, when platforms filter a video or image in 
response to a European authority’s request, it will likely disappear for users everywhere—even if it is 
part of critical news reporting or political discourse in other parts of the world. For another, encoding 
proactive measures to filter and remove content in an EU regulation gives authoritarian and 
authoritarian-leaning regimes the cover they need to justify their own vaguely worded and arbitrarily 
applied anti-terrorism legislation. Platforms that have already developed content filtering capabilities 
in order to comply with EU laws will find it difficult to resist demands to use them in other regions 
and under other laws, to the detriment of vulnerable Internet users around the globe. Your decisions 
in this area will have global consequences.  
 

12 See Jillian York and Karen Gullo, “Offline/Online Project Highlights How the Oppression Marginalized 
Communities Face in the Real World Follows Them Online,” Electronic Frontier Foundation (March 6, 2018) 
https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2018/03/offlineonline-project-highlights-how-oppression-marginalized-communities-
face-real; Daphne Keller, “Comment on Inception Impact Assessment,” Stanford Center for Internet and Society, 
6-7 (March 29, 2018) 
http://cyberlaw.stanford.edu/files/publication/files/Commission-Filing-Stanford-CIS-26-3_0.pdf; Glenn Greenwald, 
“Facebook Says It Is Deleting Accounts at the Direction of the U.S. and Israeli Governments”, The Intercept 
(December 30, 2017) 
https://theintercept.com/2017/12/30/facebook-says-it-is-deleting-accounts-at-the-direction-of-the-u-s-and-israeli-gov
ernments/ (removal of information posted by Palestinian news organizations, civil society groups, and individuals); 
Sara Spary, “Facebook Is Embroiled In A Row With Activists Over ‘Censorship,’” BuzzFeed UK (April 8, 2016) 
https://www.buzzfeed.com/saraspary/facebook-in-dispute-with-pro-kurdish-activists-over-deleted (removal of 
images of peaceful protest); Article 19, “Freedom of Expression Unfiltered: How blocking and filtering affect free 
speech,” (December 2016) 
https://www.article19.org/resources/freedom-of-expression-unfiltered-how-blocking-and-filtering-affect-free-speech
/. 
13  Center for Democracy and Technology, “Mixed Messages? The Limits of Automated Social 
Media Content Analysis”, 14, 19 (2017)  (finding accuracy rates of 70-80% for commercially available natural 
language processing filters) 
https://cdt.org/insight/mixed-messages-the-limits-of-automated-social-media-content-analysis/; Evan Engstrom and 
Nick Feamster, The Limits of Filtering”, (2017) http://www.engine.is/the-limits-of-filtering (examining filters 
including the open-source audio fingerprinting tool used by Spotify). 
14 EU Charter Arts. 7, 8, 11, 20, & 21. 

https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2018/03/offlineonline-project-highlights-how-oppression-marginalized-communities-face-real
https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2018/03/offlineonline-project-highlights-how-oppression-marginalized-communities-face-real
http://cyberlaw.stanford.edu/files/publication/files/Commission-Filing-Stanford-CIS-26-3_0.pdf
https://theintercept.com/2017/12/30/facebook-says-it-is-deleting-accounts-at-the-direction-of-the-u-s-and-israeli-governments/
https://theintercept.com/2017/12/30/facebook-says-it-is-deleting-accounts-at-the-direction-of-the-u-s-and-israeli-governments/
https://www.buzzfeed.com/saraspary/facebook-in-dispute-with-pro-kurdish-activists-over-deleted
http://www.engine.is/the-limits-of-filtering


 
Signed, 
 
 
Access Now 
Africa Freedom of Information Centre  
Agustina Del Campo, in an individual capacity (Center for Studies on Freedom of Expression CELE) 
American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) 
Apt 
Article 19 
Bits of Freedom 
Brennan Center for Justice 
Catalina Botero Marino, in an individual capacity (Former Special Rapporteur of Freedom of 
Expression of the Organization of American States) 
Center for Democracy & Technology (CDT) 
Centre for Internet and Society 
Chinmayi Arun, in an individual capacity 
Damian Loreti, in an individual capacity 
Daphne Keller, in an individual capacity (Stanford CIS) 
Derechos Digitales · América Latina 
Digital Rights Watch 
Electronic Frontier Finland 
Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) 
Electronic Frontier Norway 
Elena Sherstoboeva, in an individual capacity (Higher School of Economics) 
European Digital Rights (EDRi) 
Hermes Center 
Hiperderecho 
Homo Digitalis 
IT-Pol 
Joan Barata, in an individual capacity (Stanford CIS) 
Krisztina Rozgonyi, in an individual capacity (University of Vienna) 
Observacom 
Open Rights Group 
Open Technology Institute at New America 
Ossigeno 
Pacific Islands News Association (PINA) 
People Over Politics 
Prostasia Foundation 
R3D: Red en Defensa de los Derechos Digitales 
Sarah T. Roberts, Ph.D., in an individual capacity  
Southeast Asian Press Alliance 
Social Media Exchange (SMEX), Lebanon 
WITNESS 
Xnet 
 


